Why does the census matter to me?
Population counts determine how billions in funding for schools, hospitals, roads, and social services is distributed. Census data determines the number of representatives Illinois has in Congress.

Whether you are living on the street, in a shelter, or doubled-up, you should be counted!

Couch surfing or staying at the home of a friend or relative
Census instructions will be mailed in March 2020 to every household. Every person residing in the house should be counted, including those staying temporarily.

Staying at a shelter, on the street, or in a car
Counts of shelters and outdoor locations will take place from September 22-24, 2020.

People experiencing homelessness can also self-respond.

Questions?
Contact Gloria
CCH Census 2020
Project Manager
gloria@chicagohomeless.org
312-641-4140

www.chicagohomeless.org/census2020